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SUMMER COURSE for Teachers and
Students of Pianoforte playing.
—June 4 to August 18, 1900
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art of Singing and to recuperate worn-out voices.
pupils can be received as boarders in his home.

Lily

Address

279 Carlton Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.

The first edition of 2100 copies was sold in sixty
days. Second edition now ready.
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not discern why the astounding peculiarities of pro¬
fessional, and of even non professional, people, should
pass ignored or nnnoticed, while “a musician" is
branded at once as a hapless eccentricity, there is
doubtless some justice in the plaint of a correspondent
who thus gives publicity to his afflictions in an Eastera paper:
of my beat and dearest friends are musicians,
and it ia a delight to associate with them, but I feel
that I should be fonder of them if they could occa¬
sionally leave their music behind them. 1 love music,
but when it follows you around like a jealous wife!
insists on intruding st your lunch ion, dinner, and
supper, and holds you by the button hole at street
corners, us orauty become* monotonous.
“A musician seem* to be so deeply absorbed in hi
art that he cannot escape from it, and he carries i
about with him as a snail carries its shell. If you sr
engaged in any sort of conversation with him, he i
liable to aak you if jo- remember the forty-seventl
bar in Brahms’s F major ’Symphony,' or if you hav
noticed the wonderful orchestral explanation tha
Wagner has given to Tristan and Isolde's kiss, or i
you have duly pondered the wonderful chromati
change that Rexnicek has made in his overture t
'Donna Juno.' Of course, yon say ‘yes,’ but it i
a strain on your conscience, not to say the ties o
friendship. I was once a victim at a formal dinne
where diminished thirds were introduced with th.
»up and Wed to the coffee, snd for . long summe
evening I have sat with saint like patience in th,
falling dew on an overturned boat listening while i
friend explained the esoteric meaning and inner con
trat of ‘Die MeiAtereioger.’ *
But here it is again; the musician, always th,
musician! So arraigning of the prosy theolo^ue in
finitely infloting his “convictions" upon long sufferim
ears outside the dropping, of the sanctuary; no pun
gent witticism directed toward the ahsent-mindedne*
and tike palpable oddities of the litterateur.
mur

Gounod, II, ft Paris.
hollowing ia the list of subjects prepared by the
Committee of Organization, upon which, it is pur¬
posed, articles will be read at each of the open sessions:
I. Generalization of the employment of a normal
dmpason. Work on this subject to be rendered obliga-

vants they may command. Doubtless the end of aD
art is enjoyment, but an enjoyment which touches the
deepest springs of the heart, not merely brushes the
surface of the senses. There is a great truth in the
fine motto which adorns the concert-hall of the
Gewandhaus in Leipzig:
Res secera est rerun
gaudium—True enjoyment is a serious thing.

II. Transformation of instruments simples into chro¬
matic instruments. Definition of chromatic instru-

PRIZE ESSAY AWARDS.
We take pleasure in announcing the prize winners
IV Employment of a distinctive sign, acco
mg the bass and treble clefs, in vocal and instn
ftoores for the parts that are to be extended an
. Unification of terms employed by eompc
musical publications.
'
P
« -«>—* mm.

I, the utility of reeousbuctmg ti

“ popularly supposed to he * C°'lege presid
edge, somrtime^hl
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in the contest which closed April 1, 1900.
First—“Basis of Success in Music Teaching.” Bj
Thomas Tapper, Boston, Mass. Prize, $25.00.
Second—“Two Features Common to the Best Meth¬
ods of Teaching Music.” By Margaret Cornell.
Asbury Park, N. J. Prize, $20.00.
Third—“Child Study: the Teacher’s PrivUege and
Duty.” By Frances C. Robinson, Wakefield, Mas.
Prize, $15.00.
Fourth—“The Educational Value of Concerts.” By
Emma Stanton Dvmond, Toronto, Canada. Prize$10.00.
Owing to the increase of space in this issue because
of the Schubert articles, the publication of the pd*
essays will be deferred until next issue.

Accordixg to an interviewer, Lesehetitsky
most difficulty with the German, English, and A®-**
can pupils. The master ha3 more American Pa: _
than of any other nationality, and his experience w1
them is quite similar to that of thousands of Am5,
can teachers.
“They come for a short time, study tremendo
hard, each believing that everything can be sect®
plished by work, talent being quite a secondary
sideration; hut if the euccess wished for does ^
come after a short trial, they give it up and go i"s-

The fourteenth of the Cincinnati May Music Festi¬
vals will take place in Music Hall, May 8, 9, 10, 11,
and 12, 1900, under the musical direction of Theodore
Thomas, accompanied by his orchestra of more than
one hundred members. The chorus will consist of 500
voices.
Saint Saber complains in his new book, “Portraits
et Souvenirs," that the Parisian amateurs no longer
seem to care for intelligible music, but must have
something “dark and incomprehensible.” “If I under¬
stand it,” they say, “it must be bad; if not, it must
be good."
Mr. Charles N. F. Armstrong, the son of Sir
Andrew Armstrong, who married Nellie Melba, the
famous prims donna, in Australia in December, 1882,
has obtained a divorce in Texas, where he resides. He
has custody of their only child, a son. now sixteen
years old.
Frederic Grant Gleason has been appointed di
rector of the Chicago Conservatory in place of Mr.
Ulrich, whose resignation has already been announced.
Mr. Gleason stands so well in the music world that
this new arrangement should be highly beneficial to
the Conservatory.
Medical treatment by sound vibrations is to be
introduced within a few weeks in many of the hos¬
pitals of New York City as a regular method for the
eure of patients. A staff of prominent physicians will
direct the movement and skilled musicians will be em¬
ployed to execute the work.
M. Paderewski was mobbed recently in the audi¬
torium of a theater in Chicago by a crowd of excited
lady admirers. Several girls who endeavored to kiss
the pianist were rudely repulsed by the police, end
the attendants had the utmost difficulty in resting
him. Paderewski collapsed on reaching his hotel
David Wallis Reeves, a famous bandmaster, died
March 7th, at his home in Providence. Before Fanoi-

prize to Ernst von Dohnfinyi, who played his concerto
the following winter in Vienna.
The European tour of Sousa’s Band this summer

will begin in Paris, where the American organization
will play two weeks at the exposition. The band will
play for a week in Berlin, at the Royal Opera House,
from May 20th to 27th. On the route wffl also be a
week at Hamburg; four days each at Dresden, Leiprig, Munich, and Cologne; and two days each at
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Wiesbaden, Nuremberg, Wurtzburg, Karlsruhe, and Dusseldorf.

will be “Christ’s Entry Into Jerusalem.”
Herr Siegfried Wagner, son of the composer, who
U coming to the United States for probably a two
years’ stay, is a man of unusual personal characteris¬
tics and a musician of ability. He was given in his
youth a thorough academic training, and was in¬
tended as an architect. Hans Richter taught him the
technics of handling a large orchestra. He worked Q
theory and learned to play many instruments himselt
When all this was finished, he appeared as a conduc¬
tor of his father’s works. His later life has been spent
in Bayreuth, where he has imbibed much of music,

composers, died last month at the ripe old ag
ninety-five. The deceased was renowned in Sea

atmosphere and done some creditable things for him¬
self. He is not regarded as a genius, but his friends

navian countries as the founder of Norse music
waa a composer of great fertility, and prod
dramatic pieces, cantatas, and orchestral works. E
mann’s most famous productions are an opera “L
Kirsten,” the fine cantata “Voluspa,” and his’ fur
composition on the death of Thorvaldsen.

claim that great things are yet to come from him. in
opera of his own creation has just made a Hit w
Berlin. It will be staged in Paris if Herr Siegfried h

A concert was given at the Metropolitan O
House recently which was notable for the first ap,

*T°f E,T! T°" Schuch' the principal conduct,

Heshowed ability as a conductor, the results b
«» good as could be expected in view of the few
aaT^d I0"’*,—- Von Sch"ch stands
as » conductor of operas, and his directing of the
com pan i men ts was much admired.
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permitted to personally superintend the work.
The interest awakened in Ernst Dohnflnyi by b'appearance under the baton of Gericke, at the recent
Boston Symphony Concert, led at once to the dears
that he should be heard in other selections and nn
the less restricted limitations of a pianoforte
Dohniinyi was heard at a recital at Mendelssohn
on the afternoon of Tuesday, April 3d, by an aodien
which included a large representation of the Fr"
sional musical talent of the metropolis. De Pachm“”
and Dr. Mason were among the eminent pian
heard, applauded, and praised in unstinted terns ^
newly-risen star. When only eleven years old « ^
developed a masterly technic. Professor
his teacher in the Conservatorium. At the ag*
teen he won the Rubinstein prize. He had two ,
of study with Leschetitsky. His first comp*1
“A Serenade for Orchestra,” was written when *
twelve. He began his career as piano-virtu
October, 1896, in Berlin, with brilliant success,

^
^
^
^

equally brilliant success he played in other lap* ^
in Germany, Austria, Russia, England, Sw *°>
mark, Holland, and Switzerland.

played by the weak fingers of the right hand and the
accompaniment is divided between the strong fingers
of both hands. This, then, is the difficulty under dis¬
cussion: to reverse the natural action of the hand,
to play strong tores with the weak fingers and weak,
or, rather, light, tones with the strong fingers. Occa¬
sionally we find the situation reversed, as in Schu¬
mann's “Romance" in F-sharp major and the arpeggio
variation of the principal theme of Bendel's “In the
Gondola.” Thai berg’s obsolete operatic fantasies also
afford many examples of this treatment by which the
thumbs play the melody in the medium range of the
instrument while the accompaniment is formed of
passages in scales, or broken chords and arpeggios
above and below the melodic tones. This style of
writing, though grateful to the fingers, is not so much
in consonance with modern esthetic ideas of music as
the opposed method by which the principal thought
is intrusted to the weak fingers of the right hand.
Besides, it has been employed to such an extent by
writers of the Thalberg school that it has now largely
lost its effect and become more or less commonplace.
In the playing of polyphonic music, such as fugues,
the natural disparity of the fingers does not, perhaps,
come quite so mueh in evidence, since every part that
is played is of equal importance. It is not a question
of one voice played mainly by a pair of weak fingers
ill adapted to bring it out; all fingers have a turn at
the theme. This, to be sure, demands equality and
independence, but not the broad, singing tone w ith a
light accompaniment so essential to monophonic com¬
positions. In such works the fourth and fifth fingers
of the right hand require a peculiarlv-deep pressure
touch and must support the weight of the arm with
elasticity and firmness, while the strong fingers plav
with a light, loose touch. As familiar examples of
this style of playing may be quoted the adagio from
Beethoven's “Sonate Path&tique” and the greater part
of Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without Words,” particu¬
larly the first one in E-major.

has the melodic tone; the thumb is apt to bring ou
its tone with too mueh force, making the chord bot
tom-heavy, since the strongest tone, instead of beini
at the top, comes at the bottom. This is a rock oi
whrch all but the most expert players suffer ship
wreck. Even some of the greatest pianists give a
times an impression of too much thumb force in chord
playing. Still anoth r circumstance which renders th
emphasis of the upper chord-tone more difficult i
that the tones of the piano diminish in strength a
they ascend. Hence the strong finger has the natu
rally stronger tone, which for melodic reasons shoul.
be subordinate to the naturally weaker tone playe,
by a weak finger.
p 3
Since the touch employed by the weak finger, i,

izzg:

^

rlody u the
*»be,
formed by the use of the Mason two-finger exercise
involving the shifting of the fingers on one and th,
same key, which should be applied in all kev. ti •
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le my own teaching 1 have found a large factor in
the mutual success of both pupil and teacher to be
contained in a correct “gospel of study." Methods and
plan- of work can only assist the student in accom¬
plishing what he expects to when systematically and
intelligently earned out.
An important item, and one of which the student
seldom thinks, ia to “be teachable.” Only when the
pupil le teachable and receptive in a high degree can
the capable teacher co-operate with him in his efforts
and eventually lead him to succewa.
Until a method of study is thoroughly established,
technic, studies, and pieces should be practiced in
grades with a variety of touches. This system of prac'
tice can only he carried out successfully by intelli¬
gently employing the use of the metronome. lesdiBg
teachers, from Mason down, have for years recognised
the importance of this aid to study, nnd insist, in the
first few years’ work, on using it ns an aid to soli
mental as well as technical development, thereby sdd
ing to the surety and solidity of a balanced execution.
As regards execution, while a great deal may be “ ’
I have boiled my “gospel” of the subject down to w®
point where it may be stated somewhat a, follow* •
Constant and careful attention, controlled by s*n‘
sible intelligence, is the price he must coiutantlt P*T
who would obtain a fluent style. An accurate
clean execution includes the proper observance a
fingering, use of pedal, and attention to the varieties
of touch and expression and to the grouping of
"alts and phrases. Accuracy is only gained by
ing the hands separately in passages at all
Tj
beginning very slowly, evenly, and firmly with
legato touch; following wRh’the staccato; •I*"*'
ing grades of speed and legato and staccato tone
from real »lor to moderately fast. It U in tbto "
work that the metronome finds its practical »PP1
tion.

ance, the average of each child's ability in six studies,
and so on throughout the domain of the temptation.
The danger pointed out is this: that in not one of
these averages does the teacher come near any one
real child, her averages represent no living child ac¬
curately. Her average child is non existent; and the
quantity she is dealing with dwells like a restless
spirit in all her philosophy; she goes and comes,
thinks, and acts for him, or, rather, for “it"; but it
never runs to meet her in the morning, nor brings her
flowers in summer, nor throws a snow ball at her newwinter hat. “It" is an average with no sin save that
of being a lie.
One naturally deduces the evil: it is apt to take
the teacher away from the real child. Hi* actual,
needs, not the average needs of “it.” are to be sought
If he is ready in mathematics and alow in languagework, his average in these two is a thorough misrep¬
resentation. for it marks down his ability and equally
marks up his inability.
In the music education of children we are striving
to bring them together for concerted work.—at least
occasionally. It should be done regularly, and it
should be done so that it augments the' tracker *
knowledge of each child as an actuality—not as an
average. If little Mary is quick with her hands and
slow with her cars, do not average both, but help her
on the latter; but at all events do not be tempted
awnf from iittle Mary herself.

ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. It cer¬
tainly betrays a lack of some kind of education to let
one’s piano go to ruin. Do not think that the only
time your instrument needs a fixing up is when a
strmg is broken or a key sticks. A piano needs to be
tuned several times a year, and once ip awhile, it de¬
pends upon usage, a cleaning up inside and outside
and a general looking over by a repairer. Little things
out of order may not amount to much at present, but
let them go on unadjusted and they can cause a great
deal of damage. Hence the old proverb-“A stitch in
time saves nine’’-is correct.

DISCIPLINE IN MUSIC STUDY.
w- J. baltzell.

cuiiv'r'P°rtafn.Vf n0t the ChH aim in instruction is
Hni. It imn e rP°T °f
PUpil a,0n? “^in
' . U mP1,e9 Spline of the mind and formation
of character as well. Mental discipline meaT the
reining °f the mind to alertness, readiness of response
L and n”al r"’ade "P°n **> ““fading of th
to act quickly and snfelv "t„ t

V

1
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SCALE PRACTICE,
rebi.ee y. jeryis.

When the scales ran be played with a fair degree
of finency. excellent practice may be had by making
the round of the key*, using the fingering of the C
scale, proceeding as follows: Set the metronome at
quarter note equaling 60. and play the scale of C in
sixteenth notes, hands together, twice up and down
four octaves; then go to D-flat and play once in qUar

activity should be L A

vi a PUP‘ 8 *ind;

and this

-ill be'gain in intellectua'l ^w'"'noT'T
eal sense, but for all
’. * n y m a mnsitWty is demanded.
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• ,
stnet their work almost wholly to M
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» very small percentare aim for 7' 7 h‘Story; and
ll>i» great number be allow a
W'de cnltureShall
^ aU°'led to oontinue their study
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snipped off short, and to play it so that it sounds
otherwise is to give an entirely different meaning to
the phrase. Marks and signs in music should be ob¬
served understanding^, as they represent vital effects.
* * *
PREPARING A CONCERT PIECE.
CECIL CARL FORSYTH.

In preparing a piece for a concert I find the best
way to memorize, so that nervousness will not cause
me to forget, is not only to he able to play the piece
through from beginning to end at any tempo, but to
be able to play any part when separated from the rest
of the piece. I therefore follow the plan of first work¬
ing from the beginning to the end, giving special
attention to the most difficult parts. After I can
play it as a whole from beginning to end I commence
to work backward, building one phrase upon another.
After this is successfully accomplished from the end
to the beginning, I try another plan: I commence at
the top of every page, or, in fact, any place, no matter
whether it happens to he at the beginning of a phrase
or in the middle of it. I find when I can play a pie*
from memory, forward or backward, as it were, or to
commence at any given place, it is very seldom my
memory trips me up at a public performance. U
pupils would follow out this plan in memorizing,
nervousness would not trouble them so much when
they come to play in public.

Try to make your pupils independent of the teacher
Endeavor to make them eorrect readers; careful, cor
rect players; and close thinkers. Let your pupil
his work himself. Do not stand by the side of l”"1
and put his fingers upon the proper keys, telling bw>
names of notes difficult for him to read, etc. Let tft
pupil do all the thinking he can do, but see to
that he thinks correctly. Be patient if he thin
slow, and be hopeful if he thinks at all. Make you
pupils self-reliant.

with the corresponding change in pitch. Sing fe for
fa sharp, etc. See "Tonic Sol-Fa Standard Course” or
any good elementary book.
Instead of playing scales in sixths, the canon form,
as given on pages 17 to 20 of Mason’s "Touch and
Technic,” Volume II (scales), is much better. But in
both the fingers follow the regular fingering, playing
upon every note the finger which belongs there accord¬
ing to the rule for the particular scale. For instance,
suppose the scale of A. In this the left hand fourth
finger falls upon 2 of the scale, B. The thumb falls
upon A and E. At the top put over the proper scale
finger, just as if going still higher. The use of scales
in canon and sixths is to make the proper scale finger¬
ing sure and reliable. Therefore do not tamper with it
until it is well established. Advanced players will
find it useful to play all sorts of scales with the finger¬
ing of C;
scale of D-flat with the thumb of the
right hand upon D-flat and G-flnt, left-hand thumb
upon A-flat and Dflat The use of this is to make
the hand surer in emergency fingering.
All players with small hands (and some others) are
inclined to play chords and octaves with the wrist very
high. It is undesirable to do so, as the tone is gen¬
erally poor. There is little or no gain in extension
power by thus raising the forearm; on the contrary,
for practice at least, it is advisable to carry the wrist
even lower than the normal position in playing difficult
extensions. In falting upon a wide chord or octaves
the hand is extended to the proper distance for the
keys desired, but the hand should remain nearly in
line with the arm, and not falling off lower, eertainly
not much lower. In this way greater solidity of at¬
tack will be secured. In delivering a difficult chord,
the wrist is, of coarse, set firmly, else there will lie no
power; but it can be relaxed at the moment the touch
has been delivered. This relaxation after heavy touch
ing is the essential point. Here is where one saves
strength and finger-wear.

two-finger exercise mentioned above. The first grade
of “Standard Grades” was meant to be completed in
six months; if your pupil has been twenty months in
it she has wasted time, unless she is underwitted or
extremely young (five or so). Even then I doubt the
necessity of more than a year. What you are after
is not so much playing everything in that book as
playing with a certain ease and naturalness. The sec¬
ond grade involves no new principles; it represents
merely a natural increase in difficulty due to increased
acility. Go on with that and do not occupy more
than six months with it. It is not necessary. Any
ordinary pnpil can play at least a page of this matter
at a lesson, and the majority will be all the better
for two pages, memorizing the pretty pieces and repeating them in review the next lesson. The ten grades
. ' ,U,e “dd,t,on of such material as a lot of Mason's
technics and my three books of “Phrasing,” a 8UffiZldTr °f P'e“ing 9UPP'“-y Sees, etc
ohould not occupy more than seven or eight years all
d, t the pupil begins at six and keeps on every
nin/that ^1 ^ * 'v ^ PUttCT 30 much at begin¬
ning that they reach twelve and fourteen veirs of
age no further a.ong than the fourth or ^th ^de
of'fifi gf,!Tb'e t0 p!ay difficuIt pieces bythe
ge of fifteen, if she has half a chance and trots'rmht
of°pfayer7Sothharukcn1^iS' ““ W°r'd * m
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There is no practical difficulty in teaching the four
O I use a sonatina or so, if you

fingering or position in this part, and then require her
to report the next day with as much as she has
learned. Be it much or little, hear it, correct it, show
her how to play it better and drill her in doing so.
Then prepare some advance, to be played the next day.
In short, begin by having her report every day, or at
least four times a week, if for no more than ten or
fifteen minutes. You are not to charge for this extra
time and trouble. It is merely an expression of your
anxiety that she get along. In a little while she will
lie able to get along by reporting three times a week,
twice for her lesson and one for the extra time. As
soon as she can play one little piece well, have her
play it to her father, and be sure that yon get as much
expression into it as you can. When in the course of
the piece there is something which she cannot play
well for want of finger ability, construct an exercise
out of it and make her repeat it any number of times
until it goes. When one piece is learned, give her an¬
other. Later on, when she gets momentum, she wifi
work at something for the more remote pleasure of
having accomplished it; but at the beginning it is
much like riding a bicycle, you have to get a certain
speed before you can steer the thing and retain your
balance. There is this difference between the child in
music and a freight-train: the engineer sands the
track of the train until he gets a start; with the chii
you soap it.
M hen the momentum is so small, do not risk
studies; give technics a little, enough to keep
fingers gaining (I mean Mason's “Technics, ’ of coarse ,
hut work with pieces. Later use studies. Any 1^
girl of eight, having the mental qualities you mention,
with some standing in school, is able to stand wel
her music if she cares to do so. You have to find
of making her care—not for practicing, but for aceo®
plishing something. The satisfaction of having real!
done a particular and measurable thing is ibe 'eV,
which may have influenced the creation of the wo
for all I know; at all events it is a powerful inccnti
for mortals.

the Cremona violin has been the subject of undeserved
and extravagant admiration, what absurd virtues have
not been attributed to the bow since the days when
the moat cunning French bow-maker first taught the
violin-world how symmetry, strength, and elasticity
may be combined in a most masterly manner in the
shaping of a Pernambuco stick of wood.
In simple and unadorned English, a poor bow is a
most unreliable, disobedient, and capricious agent. It
robs the violinist of many musical sweets, and causes
many a toilsome hour that might be keen delight.
It should be shunned even as one wonld shun a diaease-breeding microbe; and the dangers ol it* usage
cannot he too emphatically emphasized. But there is
no justification for all the puerility which nowadays
is heard and written in connection with violin-bows.
Unlike the violin, the bow has no intelligence-baffling
anatomy. Its virtues are plainly dependent upon a
fortunate selection of wood and careful and intelligent
workmanship. Francis Tourte discovered the wood
that is best adapted for the manufacture of fine bows,
and it is to his genius and perseverance that we are
indebted for the grace, the beauty, and the strength
of the modern violin-bow. But the nature of the bow
itself is so simple, and the art of making it so clearly
understood by bow-makers of the present day, that
it it manifestly absurd to despair of obtaining a fine
modern bow.
Naturally, a bow of even the very best qualities will
not prove equally satisfactory to a number of excel¬
lent players. But it remains, nevertheless, a good bow
and. in the hand of the right player, win faithfully
perform it* duties. The amateur collector of bows
pays *150 or even *200 for a fine Tourte. not because
it » infinitely superior to the modern bow at *50. but
because it is a relie. His judgment and sentiment
and enthusiasm should carry no weight so far as the
serious violin student is concerned. Some of our artist*
are the fortunate possessors «ri fine Tourte bows- but
tbe majority of the excellent violinists now before the

yet to be written. But it is extremely doubtful
whether even a most complete and superior work of
th.s nature would find a publisher in our overladen
market
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ewl and prolonged study. Were pupils made to ur
stand that their entire left-hand technic is greatly
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of the various portions of the bow. But it must be
clearly understood that such studies require the most
intelligent daily application, and that they will prove
of but little worth to those students who lack the
courage and tenacity requisite to achieve artistic re¬
sults.
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These studies require a perfect legato stroke. They
should be studied only on the A string until the re¬
sults achieved justify the same character of work on
the other strings. They are to be played slowly,
particular care must be exercised to give the begun®?
of the stroke (at the heel of the bow) a perfect qua'1?
of tone. If the student will devote about one bo®
daily to these exercises, he will be more than repai
for his zealous devotion.
^
In the June issue of The Etude I will g>ve
important legato bowings, and also some brief ex®
cises for the staccato stroke.

three of whom lived to the latter half of this century.
I.ittle Franz grew up amid the scenes of the school¬
room, under the watrhful eye and careful training of
his father. He begun the study of the violin and
piano at seven; but so astonishing was his progress,
that he soon grew beyond his father's teaching and
was sent to Michael Ilolzer, choirmaster of the parish,
for instruction in violin, piano, singing, organ, and
thorough bass. This amiable man became lost in
wonderment at the remarkable precocity of the young
Schubert, who seemed to have, as his teacher said,
“harmony at his fingers’ end.”
At the age of eleven he was leading soprano singer
in the I.iehtcntha! choir, the next year chorister in the
Emperor1* chapel and pupil at the “Convict,” an im¬
perial school. Here he studied history, mathematics,
French. Italian, drawing, and writing, in all of which
be did fairly well.
The boya' orchestra diligently practiced the sym¬
phonies and overtures of Haydn, Mozart, M#hul
Cherubini, and others.
But all this was accompanied by privations and
hardships, the boys usually receiving but two meals
a day, eight and one-half hours apart, and practicing
in damp and chilly rooms, where their fingers stiffened
and pained on the cold keyboards. There is no ques¬
tion but that Schubert’s constitution was permanent!?
affected by this cruel treatment
A warm friendship having sprung up between our
young genius and Spaun. the boy conductor of the
orchestra. Schubert confided to him how badly he
needed music paper upon which to jot down the in¬
terminable flow of musical ideas. From that time
forth Spaun saw to it that a sufficient supply of music
paper was on hand, for which he deserves' to be re
me inhered.
Schubert set to work with unbounded enthusiasm,
consuming an astonishing quantity of the ruled paper'
About this time he composed a four hand /uwo faniasia. dated 8 April—1 May. 1810, the earliest com

Ossian songs, and the celebrated “Erl King” one of
the most remarkable songs ever written, the child of
a sudden inspiration.
The succeeding year saw one hundred new compo¬
sitions as the result of continuous toil.
The orchestra which grew out of the quartet parties
which met Sunday afternoons at his father’s home
gave Schubert an excellent chance to hear his own
works performed.
Schubert’s personality won for him staunch and
devoted friends. His simple character and freedom
ronii selfishness and envy made him one of the most
lovable of men. In 1814 he met Johann Mayrhofer
whence ensued an intimacy only destroyed by death!
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Schubert, and this brought about two meetings of
these giants of tone-productions. The first meeting
was affectionate; but at the second Beethoven, already
stricken with death, was unable to utter a sound.
There were three of them, and they stood around the
bed, overcome with emotion. No words were passed;
bnt Beethoven recognized them, and made some signs
with his hand which no one could interpret. The pain¬
ful scene was brought to a close when Schubert left the
room broken-hearted. Three weeks later the end came.
At the funeral Schubert was a torch-bearer. On the
way back from the cemetery he, with two friends,
stopped at a tavern and drank a glass of wine to the
memory of the dead master. A second glass Schubert
proposed to the first of the three who should fol¬
low.* Alas! that it was to be himself—and that so
soon!
The only private concert ever given for his benefit
was in 1828, when a large audience grew enthusiastic
over his compositions. This affair netted him a sum
of one hundred and sixty dollars—an unusual amount
to the composer.
Not only is this last year of Schu¬
bert’s life memorable for the marvelous activity which
he displayed in composition, but for the fact that he
made arrangements with Sechter to take a course of
lessons in counterpoint,—the books and dates being
arranged for a few days before he was confined to the
house with his last illness. Here was a genuine at
tempt to gain that knowledge which had been so
shamefully neglected by his early instructors. Thi
was November 4th. The last evening of October he
became conscious that he was ill. When at the
Rothen Kreuz Inn, dining with some friends, he sud
denlv dropped his knife and fork, exclaiming that
food tasted like poison to him. Attacks of M
rushing to his head had been quite frequent of lateand to this was added the total failure of his stoma"1
to retain food. Under these circumstances he wea'
ened rapidly.
It is curious to know that he was a great admirer

bert is most inexplicable, most unique, least influenced
ing in the style of Handel or Beethoven? His con¬
by others. Beethoven, it is true, also wrote short
temporaries did, but that is because they did not
pieces, but he called them trifles,-bagatelles,-and
realize that he was the creator of a new style, perfect
Irifl 7 S°T, Schubert’3 short Pieces are anything but
in its own way. Instead of praising him for it, they
tnfles. They are the seeds from which the whole
hounded him till he made up his mind—only a few
romantic
school has sprung. I asked Dr. Dvorak if
weeks before his death—to take lessons in counter¬
he did not think that in the third “Impromptu”
point of the dry old Sechter, who might as well have
IrW>b'th;
‘he whole of Mendelssohn's
tned to teach a dove to fly like an eagle. Dr. Riebongs Without Words,” and he said: “Yes.” He
mann has aptly said that if Schubert “did not make
much use of the strict imitative forms, this can hardly
be regarded as a great loss to literature (any more
than in the case of Beethoven).” Moreover,‘as Dr.
Dvorak said to me: “Schubert had no real need of
more idiomatic than Beethoven’s.
? Was
contrapuntal study. In his chamber-music, as in his
symphonies, we often find beautiful specimens of poly¬
°pin;°n that'
phonic writing—see, for instance, the andantes of the
C-major quintet and of the D-minor quartet; and
though his polyphony be different from Bachs or
Beethoven's, it is none the less admirable.”
Concerning the Lieder of Schubert I need not sav
anything here, since it is conceded on all sides that
he is the first of the great song-writers, in rank as
well as in time. Robert Franz frankly confessed that
had it not been for Schubert, he would not have beenThe Sadness of Schubert’s Life.
and the same Is true of aU the modem song-writers
It is, of course, not strictly true that Schubert created
the Lied, for many minor and major composers inSy W. tJ. BHIdTZEtik.
eluding Gluck, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven wrote
songs before him. But in going over all these son<re
recently for the purposes of a book on “Songs and
bong-«-nters." which I am writing for Scribner’s
«- - *
“Music-Lover s Series,” I have been surprised to note
strange that it cou!d exisTSa’■ ** *
blaze of his glory when V
T ^ ln the MI
how very few of them are worth singing. All these
composer, suffered from what (in my book on
honored wberever'our musi^
known an<I
nigh impossible for us to h .i” practiced’ if; *3 well“Chopm”) I have called Jumboism, or Jumbomania
have been so full 0f 30
6 leTe that his life could
They deemed it necessary, in accordance with the
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spint of the time, to put all their best thoughts into
Homs of large dimensions—operas, svmphonies so¬
natas. And this brings us to the last and most im

facts are there, and we cannot PriVation8' But the
only give to his name and towT* ^ We *»
which is due. Posterity erown,
the ad®^tion
* °™
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he left the Convict, that his circumstances would im¬
prove. He must have had the high hopes and wild
ambitions of youth. But what happened? In order
to escape conscription—he was summoned for military
service three times—he entered his father’s parish
school as a teacher, and for three years served in that
capacity. What a spectacle to us at this day! What
a lesson to the young student who so despises the
drudgery of music teaching that he resolves to be an
artist-player, and never to teach! Think of a mighty
genius like that of Schubert chained to the routine of
a parish school!
But still more. A position in connection with a
normal school was open and Schubert applied for the
place. The salary was about one hundred dollars a
year, a sum which Schubert coveted in preference to
an impecunious future.” But another was preferred
to him. And yet all this dull routine and these un¬
sympathetic surroundings could not cage his spirit nor
dull the brightness of his fancy. He was impelled to
write; whether he would or would not seemed alike
to the urging of an untiring genius. He never rested
from composition. Each day saw him at work. One
thing done, another was begun. According to the list
compiled by Sir George Grove, he had written upward
of five hundred compositions by the end of 1816, the
year in which he left his father’s school and gave op
teaching.
During the rest of his life he led a precarious exist¬
ence, for the sale of his compositions brought him
but little, and he was not successful as a teacher of
music. And yet such was his power of production
that, even at the low sum he received from publishers,
he must have earned enough for his wants had he
been moderately careful. If some keen speculator of
the times had bought him up for a guaranteed income
there would have been good returns. Schubert had a
few faithful friends in better circumstances than his
own, yet he lived mostly with companions in bis 0,511
circle, who were no better as money-earners than hf

impressions to the printing press.
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stance, of the unaccompanied horns at the beginning
of the C-major symphony; or of the wood wind all
through his symphonic works—the constantly recur¬
ring triplet chords in the first allegro of the C-major,
the exquisite passages of dialogue of which he is so
fond, the ravishing bits of solo for the oboe and the
clarinet in the andantes of both symphonies? These
effects are original with him. He may have learned
the technic of the instruments from his school-boy
orchestra, but not these things; nor did he evolve
them from experiment and self-criticism; for his great¬
est works he never heard performed. They came by
the grace of God, and we call it genius.
Schubert first tried his hand seriously at orchestral
writing when he was fifteen yean old; in the year
1812 he wrote an overture, and in the next year some
dances, and finally his first symphony in D. It is
interesting to examine and compare his work in these
early years. For instance, in 1815, in his eighteenth
year, he wrote some of the greatest songs that have
ever enriched the world's possessions in art, while
the symphonies of this period, though they contain
traits of his unmistakable originality, are of obvious
immaturity, both in conception and in execution, and
have never gained a place as truly representative of
his genius. Not till he conceived the “Unfinished
Symphony” in B-minor, and the great one in C, writ¬
ten, respectively, in 1822 and 1828, did he “find him¬
self” in this branch of his art; but when he did, it
brought conviction to him of his own powers in that
direction. “I want to hear no more about tongs,” he
observed to a friend on the completion of the C-major
symphony, “I am going to devote myself now to
opera and the symphony.” But, alas, it was too late!
The night was coming, when no man can work, and
is eight months be was dead.
These two symphonies have had interesting vicissi¬
tudes. In the year 1822 Schubert received one of the
few poor worldly honors that ever came to him in the
flesh—be was elected an honorary member of the

Autograph

of

Franz Schubert.

symphony in March, 1828, he offered it to the Hus
verem of Vienna, which accepted it and put it in
hearsal, but the leading orchestral organization of i
capital seems to have found it too difficult, too lo
Md too unintelligible—much as the great Lone
Philharmonic did years afterward, when Mendelssc
tried to bring it out there-and it was put aside
Schubert’s suggestion, his lesser symphony in the sa
key (his sixth) was taken instead, a sorry substitu
as it seems to-day. He did not have even the satisf
tion of hearing the little symphony played bv (
Musikverem, for he died before the concert took 'pla
The great score then fell to the keeping of Fer
nand Schubert, with a big file of other works of
brothCT’g composition; and there it lay for ten yea
£hlSt- bert Schumann’ a ^-long enthusiast
Jhubert’s music, visited Vienna on a business vei
ore. The venture was a failure; but his visit
momentous success in another way. Led by ,
mmors of the treasures in Ferdinand’s keemnu
went to seek them, and there he saw what Xd ,
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that was before unknown and have given much pleas¬
ure to countless admirers of Schubert.
The adventures of Schubert’s pile of manuscripts
are over. They came mostly into the hands of Niko¬
laus Dumba, a noted collector and amateur of Vienna,
and since his death last month, they have passed by
his bequest to the Municipal Museum of the City of
Vienna.

On Schubert in Relation to Harmony
Melody, and Rhythm.
By J.

S.

VAN

CLEVE.

The work of every creative musician must be looked
at upon four sides, viz.: melody, harmony, form, and
instrumentation. We must ask, first, could this man
make a tune? Second, could he invent interesting
chords and chord-successions? Third, could he con
struct complex timal ideas in the beautiful symmetries

which we entitle rhythm, or form? And, last, if
essayed the orchestra, could he fit his ideas happily
into the instruments?
As to these four questions, every composer mast
run the gauntlet of investigation; but, as to the last,
he is not amenable to inquisition except as an
tral writer. No composer was ever equally able in
four of these respects, and some of the greatest 1*rcre
notably unequal.
The purpose of the present paper is to survey th
work of Schubert under the first three of the quality
which head the column, for, while his use of the °r
chestra was clever and original, it is not to that
much as to certain other traits that he owes the
alted and imperishable splendor of his name.
vague popular mind Schubert stands out promise®*^
as a melodist, a tune-maker. It is likely th*.
twenty persons were selected from various classes

Schumann is of the opinion that the second set of
“Impromptus,” opus 142, never received that title by
the composer himself. He believes that the first two
impromptus formed the first two movements of a
sonata sketch; that the fourth in F-minor would
possibly have served as the finale of the probable
sonata. Concerning tbe third impromptu, known as
the “Rosamunds Impromptu,” Schumann's criticism
is quite as curious, and in the opinion of the writer,
quite as unjust, as his strictures against Chopin’s
celebrated “Funeral March,” which, he says, contains
“much that is repulsive.” “As regards the third im¬
promptu, in B-ilat,” Schumann writes, “I would have
scarcely taken it tor a composition by Schubert; at
best, I would have considered it a juvenile effort
The variations are not of the highest order. Invention
and imagination are totally lacking. This is the more
surprising as Schubert has produced some excellent
specimens of wort in that style of composition.” If
the verdict of posterity can be considered final,—and
it generally is,—Schumann’s criticism of the beantifnl
B-flat impromptu has certainly been refuted. There
is scarcely a concert-piece more popular with modern
pianists as well as with modern audiences as the im¬
promptu in question. Schumann's severe criticism of
the B-flat impromptu in this instance differs quite
materially from his nsusl worship of Schubert’s
genius. The “Momens Musicals,” opus 94, are a col¬
lection of short, delightful pieces. No. 2 in A-flst
contains a beautiful effect similar to the sustained
note in the H minor minuet from the “Fantasiesonata.” In the A flat “Moment Musical" it first ap¬
pears in the tenor like the long drawn note of a horn,
and then it is repeated in the soprano, It brings to
mind the motto by Schlege! with which Schumann
prefaces his C-major “Fantasy.”
Among the many waltzes written by Schnbert the
“Deutsche Tams,” opus 33, contain some of the com
poeer's most characteristic qualities.
Indeed, they
appear almost as a companion piece to Schumann s

uvuuucii, was uut a pianio-virtuoso in
modern sense of the term, he delighted in manipu
ing the keyboard. He found especial enjoyment
playing duets with his friends. His numerous e
positions in duet form corroborate this statemi
In point of fact, among all the great composers, Sc
bert alone cultivated this style of composition to :
appreciable extent. (Chopin wrote only one piece
two performers at different pianos, the “Rondo” in
Among Schubert’s four-handed pieces for the pi
we find the delightful “Rondo” in A, opus 107marches, opi 27, 40, 51, 55, 66; “Divertisseme
inform of a march, opus 75; four polonaises; “Gn
u^ opus 140; the characteristic “Divertisseroen
la Ilongroiseand the beautiful F-minor “Fantas

r;>
;°“Fwh/eh:..ia the writer,s °pini°n’rank3 »
to the -Fantasy” m C. It has been arranged
o chestra by Rudorff (and, if we mistake not,
Moffl) and was dedicated to Countess Caroline &,
hazy, for whom our composer is supposed to have 1
a romantic attachment All the tenderness and r
sion which the composer is supposed to have felt*
his, aristocratic pupil is revealed in the outlines of t
noble composition. The ‘Divertissement Hon^oi
^as been arranged for solo performance bv Liszf v

teacher.
No teacher on earth can compel a pupil to practice
properly, if that pupil has no inward desire to do so.
Talk of duty forever, threaten, abuse, and scold a
much as you will, that pupil will not practice unless
the feeling to learn emanates from within. But mate
that pupil love you and respect you, make him realize,
by means of kindness, that he is not worthy to study
with you unless he be implicitly obedient, and just
await developments. You will be surprised at the
vigor with which he will attempt to carry out your
every wish, and at the readiness with which he will
learn.
Throughout all the ages the kindest masters hare
accomplished the most satisfactory deeds, in all lines
and branches. Determination and energy are requisitebut they must never degenerate into arrogance and
bullying. There is a quiet insistence which is the true
determination, and a quiet forcefulness and power
which constitute true energy. Warmth and heartiness
are the real promoters of structure and success; 'do
lent force either tears down the good work alreafil
done or instigates resistance cn the part of the strongTherefore, teaehers, bear in mind the fable of the
Wind, the Sun, and the traveler, and rule your charges
by way of affection; you will then never find your
selves unfailing in discipline.

repertory.

^corporate them in th

There is wholesome advice to certain artists ®
kinds in a letter from Gounod to Bizet, printed iB
Revue de Paris. Gounod, a veteran, wrote to
friend, who was twenty years younger, as follows
‘Do not make haste! All will come in due *1®^
Do not accept the first idea that presents itself, in
belief that there will be no others. You will ha»e
in place of one. Be severe with yourself-e ^
advise you never to work at night. Such w°r" ^
done in a feverish condition, and the result is ’
in the morning you are dissatisfied and feel coin;'*1'

to do it all over again.”

interposes in the course of piano-study, they fall
roughly into eight classes. The pupil may have diffi¬
culties with his bones, his muscles, his nerves, his
skin, his head, his general health, or his hearing, or
sight. Any of these is sufficient to break u{i a course
of study, and all except the last, if sufficiently aeute,
will make piano-study impossible. Blind pupils can
bo taught; and absolutely deaf women sometimes
take piano-lessons.
There are two ways to look at disease; we may
say that all fleshly ills arise from morbid mental con¬
ditions; or we may say that morbid mental condi¬
tions are the result of bodily disorder. Common-sense
suggests the wisdom of looking at the subject from
both points of view. Thus, when a girl in her ’teens
suddenly loses her appetite and her ability to con¬
centrate her mind, the cause does not, in all prob¬
ability. lie in her stomach, but in the content* of her
writing-desk; but when some other girl comes week
after week to lessons that she does not profit by and
you sit down to ferret out the cause of her sallow face
and nervous debility, the cause may not lie any far¬
ther off than the nearest confectioner’s There is much
in knowing giri-nature.
Suppose we are looking to the effect of the mind
and imagination as the cause of ill health. In this
ease a few simple observations may be of service. Ac¬
cording to Francois Delsarte, the human body is ar¬
ranged in aoncs: the vital, the moral, and the mental
Thus, the head is the mental part of the corpus; the
trunk, the seat of the will is the moral roue; while
the limb* correspond to the vital element of human
life. In the same way be divides the trunk itself into
vital mental, and moral zones, of which the sbdominai is the moral zone, the thoracic the mental and the
epigastric the vital. The arm corresponds to the
same scheme: the shoulder is the thermometer of
vehemence, passionate impulse, and excitement; the
wrst is the thermometer of vital energy; and the

pressing the emotions in terms of beauty through the
medium of inarticulate sounds. Thus, music teaching
is emotional training from the very inception. EveryIhrag that has to do with the effects of the emotions
on the body therefore directly concerns the progress
of musical advancement, and the fineness and vivid¬
ness of the emotions is the final and determining factor
relarU91Ca,,wllenCeone Zml
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Looking to the outer plane, however, the following
suggestions may be of much practical usefiretV^fr3 "ith ‘he hand itself- i0^ne comes
first on the list as a remedial agent. Iodine will take
out the soreness from lame joints when nothin- else
seemsofany use.

Iodine is much to be recommended
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in Europe, brings home the matter with all that force
of demonstration which once made the Copemican
theory so odious a heresy. The New Woman is a
squatter on the territory of mankind of the worst
type. She enters, takes possession, and remains in
spite of logic and authority to the contrary.
The fact is that it has always been thought neces¬
sary to define a number of things which woman is
unfit by nature to do, just to keep her in due subjec¬
tion. But the odd feature of the unfitness consists
in the changes which time makes in the nature of the
things specified.
It is but two hundred years since Hannah Sawbridge had printed for G. Markham “The EnglishHousewife, containing the inward and outward Yertues which ought to be in a Compleat Woman, as her
skill in Physick, Chirurgery, Cookery, Extraction of
Oyls, Banqueting stuff, Ordering of great Feasts, Pre¬
serving of all sort of Wines, Conceited secrets, Disfiliations, Perfums, Ordering of Wool, Hemp; Flax,
Making Cloath and Dying; The knowledge of Dayries;
Office of Malting; of Oats; their excellent uses in
families; Of Brewing, Baking, and all other things
belonging to a household.” So far the title-page and
the preface concludes the picture: “Let your English
Housewife be a godly, constant, and Religious woman,
learning from the worthy Preacher and her Husband
those good examples which she shall with all diligence
see exercised amongst her servants.—Next to her
sanctity and holiness of life it is meet that our Eng
lish housewife be a woman of great modesty and tem¬
perance, as well inwardly as outwardly; Inwardlyas in her behaviour and carriage towards her husband,
wherein she shall shun all violence of rage, passionand humour, coveting less to direct than to be
rected, appearing to him ever pleasant, amiable, an
delightful; And tho’ occasion of mishaps or the
government of his will may induce her to contrary
thoughts, yet vertuously to suppress them, and wit
a mild sufferance rather to call him home from

chest Examine each square, tracker, and part of the
action of this one key to see if there is any obstruc¬
tion. Pass a knife-blade between the keys to see if
a pin or piece of wood has lodged between the keys.
Sometimes one of the squares gets twisted so that it
rube against another and sticks. Sometimes a tracker
(long thin ribbon of pine-wood) will warp out of
place. Sometimes the pin in the end of a roller will
bind and require a little grease. If none of these
causes is evident, examine the wire “pull down" which
connects the action with the pallet in the wind chest
and passes through a small hole in the underside of
the wind chest. Sometimes this wire gets bent, and
binds in the hole. It is a small matter to straighten
it Possibly the trouble is inside the wind-chest This
you can generally prove, by slowly working the abovementioned pull down. If this seems to be the case, let
the wind out of the bellows and remove the “bung”
of the wind chest The “bung" is something like a
long, narrow panel fastened on the front or back side
of the wind chest by L-screws. These screws can be
turned with a pair of pliers and the bung thus taken
off. disclosing the pallets, etc., in the wind chest Have
your assistant strike the ciphering key to show you
which pallet is connected with it After locating it,
pull it down and examine the upper surface. Any
foreign substance (chips or threads) will prevent the
pallet’s closing tightly. Examine the wire guides be¬
tween which the pallet moves up and down. Some¬
times they are too close together and cause the pallet
to bind. Occasionally the spring which keeps the
pallet in place is too weak and needs to be strength¬
ened by spreading the arms further apart.

the other keys are held, it will not matter so far as
!?r “ C°"CCrncd- {m
B, not having been
rirucfc, will not sound; but let the beginner try it on
e organ, and it will at once be found that the
mlruder makes itself heard, and with most disastrous
‘■Further, it is necessary that all notes be sustained
ir exact value, neither more nor less, unless it be
theTlbf lty: a"d here again “ difTerence between
orte
‘nS'r"3 wi» ^ noticed. If on the piano*
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^‘‘mined musito be annarem . ^ SUCh 8 fauIt eouId
fail
^ apparent to anyone possessing an ‘ear for

~d being ab,e to continue for morels
seconds, during the whole of which time it is -rradus
dying away. On the organ the sound contin^s
Ml force for precisely the time the key is kept dm
The reason so few pianoforte plavers sucLd in n
mg part-music with a real legato hoTed te tt
perfection just mentioned, as the ear is not ahl

down for the time the brain tells him
be on the pianoforte; and that on th
7 ^
bear as well as see in/. tha‘ on.‘he organ he c
Tery slow part-music.)
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“Recognizing thus fully the difficult «.
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in this respect, we stiff sav it is
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it. and that mere difficult fa “0 ert^ r
slip-shod style of playing' that on tenuatlon of
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A greater part of the ciphers in old organs is
caused by some one or more of the above causes, and
oftentimes one can avoid considerable annoyance by
investigating and remedying the defect.

*ith; while to the young organist
ing of keys down evm a hTtoTt

If the organ is more modern, with pneumatic, tubu¬
lar, or electric action, the causes which produce the

cannot be tolerated. Instead ol°7 S*°°nd to° ,0
we should have ehaotie chord f 't" m°V'D" Pai
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Deshayes, “Marche Pontifical! (Le Beau).
Dubois, “Grand Choeur,” in B-flat (Ditson).
Salonifi, “Grand Choeur,” in G (Leduc).
Salonie, “Grand Choeur,” in A (Ditson).
Ten Anthems of Praise.

I arker, “The Lord is My Light” (Schirmer).
Sullivan, “I Will Sing of Thy Power” (Novello).
Buck, “The Strain Upraise” (Schirmer).
Tours, “Praise God in His Holiness” (Novello).
Randegger, “Praise ye the Lord” (Ditson).
Stainer, “Awake, Put on thy Strength” (Novello).
Hiles, “O Zion, Blest City” (Ditson).
Cutter, “I Will Lift Mine Eyes” (White-Smith Co.).
Cutter, “Honor the Lord” (White Smith Co.),
lours, “O Come, Let Us Sing to the Lord” (No¬
vello).
Short Responses.

Shelley, “Responses and Lord's Prayer” (Schirmer1
Trowbridge, “Thirty Short Responses” (Ditson).
Uoyt, “The Lord’s Prayer” (Pond).
Schilling, “The Lord’s Prayer” (Schirmer).
Chanceller, “Ten Responses” (Ditson).
Truette, “Fifteen Responses” (Ditson).
Schilling, “Responses” (Third Series) (Schirmer).
Ten Choir Selections.

(Of quiet character.)
Schneeker, “Love Divine” (Schirmer).
Stevenson, “Listen, O Isles!” (Ditson).
Warren, “0 Let Him Whose Sorrow” (Ditson).
Field, “God Shall Wipe Away all Tears” (Novella
Warren, “Even Me” (Ditson).
Pflueger, “How Long Wilt Thou Forget Me” (WhiteSmith Co.).
Sheller, “God is Love” (Schirmer).
Lynes, “Come Unto Me” (Schmidt).
Marks, “Now the Day is Past” (Ashdown).
Marston, “How Beautiful” (Schmidt).

2. “Organ Voluntaries” (Ditson) contains as many
pieces which can be played on a one-manual organ as
any book of which we know; but nearly every collec¬
tion of pieces requires, at least, a two-manual organ
for the larger part of the compositions.
H. C. L.—In playing Mendelssohn’s “Wedding
March” at weddings the tempo should be about M.M.
144 to a quarter-note.
W. J. P.—1. There is a monthly journal of organ
(pipe) music published in New York by William E.
Ash malt.
2. For a program made up entirely of American
composers of organ music select some of the works of
Horatio W. Parker. J. R. Paine, J. Hyatt Brewer,
Arthur Foote, Harry Rowe Shelley. Dudley Buck,
Homer N. Bartlett, S. B. Whitney,' H. M. Dunham,
George E. Whiting, and others.
For rompoaitions in the larger forms may be men¬
tioned:
“Sonata," in E-flat. Buck (Sehirmer).
“Sonata," in A-minor, Whiting (Schmidt).
“Sonatas," in G-minor and A-minor, Dunham
(Schmidt).
“Variations on the Austrian Hymn.” Paine (Ditson).
“Grand Fantasia” in C-minor, Bartlett (Sehirmer).
“Concert piece ” in E-fiat, Parker (Sehirmer).

true musical life. They live in a superficial or dis¬
torted atmosphere and negate every tendency toward
progress and truth.
The musical life is creative. It writes; It does not
say: “too much stuff has already been given to the
world, ^ I’ll content myself by interpreting others’
works.
Or, It teaches, It does not complain because
all the soil does not yield pure gold, but with patience
examines the quartz for hidden treasure. Again It
reads; It does not content itself with its own experi¬
ence, but places it against the aggregate for verifica.on
It organizes; It realizes that organization is
he keynote to a steady improvement of the art and
!
a;ti3tS’ And’
It absorbs; It
hangs the latch-strmg out to every thought or sug¬
gestion which makes warning for a hearing. Such Is
the musical We. He who lives it lives Meed and
his reward is great, though often unrevealed excepting
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sp,cy and earnest letter from

J. L. G. can readily see that we differ very materi¬
ally as to the mode of arriving at what I am sure
are both aiming at; that is, a perfectly free, pure,
and enduring tone.
*

»

*

[The following article from
MR. SHAKESPEARE’S “A Chicago Teacher” is Fr‘
METHOD.
tinent to the articles that
appeared in the two preced¬
ing issues concerning Mr. Shakespeare. I regret that
it arrived too late for the April issue, but those who
followed the subject will read it with interest—Vocal Ed.]
Chicago, March 21, 1W®To the Editor of The Etude:

3. We do not think that I. V. Flagler has published
any collection of organ-music since his “New Collec¬
tion of Organ Music.”

I notice in your columns the republication of A
Chicago Teacher’s” letter to a daily paper regarding
Mr. Shakespeare’s teachings upon voice-culture, as re¬
cently made prominent here by the presence of t*
gentleman himself upon the lecture-platform, and the

.

4 There are several compositions founded on church
hymns, hut they come only in sheet form, amonz
which are:
“Variations on Jerusalem the Golden,” by Spark
(Novel lo).

through the perfection nf k

“Variations on Nuremberg, Sicilian Hymn, and
Auld Lang Syne,” by Thayer.

•i«. ..d
“ o. d«W MMrted iu,|f a, a part of .,7”’
t°ne
It creeps into the tone so in-avocal equipment.

“Offertoire on Ten Christmas Hymns” (Portuguese
Hymn), by Guilmant (Sehirmer).

but it suggests to me too much haste for the results
to be permanently beautiful, even if they were im¬
mediately satisfactory. My phraseology in such in¬
stances is: Do not sing louder, but with more vitality.
Do not press, but vitalize; make not a physical, but
mental, effort for the vigorous tone. In this way I
usually succeed in making it clear to the pupil that
the physical activities which must, of course, inevi¬
tably accompany vocal effort follow or arc the result
of the properly-taken tone rather than the physical
cause for it.

*

become conscious

attention is called to it J■
IStence ““til her
10 lt ^ listening friends. It * at'

wide advertising of his hook dealing with the subj
One small error crept into your reprint: instead *t
defining messa di voce as that action or condition ot
the vocal organs which gives “the maximum ot
fort,” the reading should be: which gives the maxi¬
mum of tone for the minimum of effort.
It is inexplicable to me that the musicians of ‘
country should so long uphold Mr. Shakespeare’s ^

When "Romeo ct Juliette”

ON THE ART OE
SINGING.

was transferred from the
Opera Comique repertory to
that of the Grand Opera,
again Gounod intrusted me with the part of the Friar.
1 sang under his baton, as well as under Verdi's and
Rubinstein's. Initially, 1 sang only in Italian and al¬
most exclusively Italian works. All my vocal studies
were directed toward the mastering of the art of brl
canto-. but, of course, without neglecting the principles
of lyric declamation. In fact, the art of singing as
understood by the old singers, whom I was privileged
yet to hear, embraced much more than is generally
supposed to-day. It certainly comprised declamation
in a high degree. The current notion is that adepts of
6W canto pure and simple cared merely about beauty
of tone, vocal gymnastics, and dodges in voice-produc¬
tion. Not a bit of it. Tiiey all knew how to underline
their phrases with accents, variety of expression, and
coloring the voice; and therein lies all the secret of
lyric declamation. Coloring the voice is, of course,
only a figure of speech; what I mean by it is that
the character you give to a vocal phrase should be so
distinct as to convey to the hearer the sense of the
situation, even if the words-are not understood. Some¬
time* you have to alter the character of your voice
altogether, so as to suit the part dramatically or
vocally. For example, the kind of speaking voice that
does for Leporello would not answer for Marcel in
“The Huguenots-” And again you must color your
voice differently for “Mephisto” than for “Don" Basilio,” for the King in "Lohengrin” or Tristain and
Rodolfo in the “Soonambula.”
Once you are master of your voice, having its full
range under command and control, your industry mnst
be applied to these all-important details: and. above
all, to articulation. What is song but speech writ
large* And as every word of the orator, if it is to tell,
mnst reach the listener with d is tine mesa, so every

if I omit the practice two days I detect a failing when
1 sing in the evening; but if I omit it three days my
audience notices it!’
“As fqr me, I am studying all the time. I think I
can say with truth that I am able to accomplish to¬
day what wa3 impossible for me to do a couple of
years ago. I hope to do more and better things in the
future than I do to-day. There must be a constant
development in any good work, otherwise there will
surely be retrogression.”—Hadam Eames {Harper's
Bazar).

YEARS PAST.
WAGNER,

Wilhelm Richard; born

May 22, 1813

Leipzig; died February 13, 1883
' en'ceof the greatest composers of all t:
Wagner followed in the steps of Gluck, Mar
ner, and Weber by emancipating frqm the ste
typed Italian form the opera or music-dram:
it is to-day. By the introduction of lea<
motives Wagner bound the action and text of
opera with the music, and in his later wo
Tristan and “Parsifal,” he abolished the s<
form entirely, writing a sort of endless recita
for the singers and reflecting the general sch
of the play m the orchestra with a minute de
that many claim to be rather detrimental t
of

WaWr'3 Writin«s embrace a large

«ther w th vPrin<'ipaIly nU1Siea1’ and the«
pether with his operas mark an important c.
m musical history that is impossible to o
estimate. On May 2^ 187^

GOLDMARK, Karl; born May 18, 1830. at Keszth
i
Hu"P»,7- One of the greatest
chestral composers of modern times
Cni i

rhythm, and harmonic treatment. In 1846 Moscheles settled in Liepzig, devoting his energies
toward the advancement of that musical institu¬
tion and appreciably influencing the cause of
music into certain and marked progress.
HELLER, Stephen; born May 15, 1815; died January
14, 1888. A most interesting person¬
ality as man and composer. Living principally in
Paris, Heller early became widely appreciated as
pianist and teacher. His compositions are entirely
for the piano, and opened up a new field of com¬
position, being curiously free from overloaded
sentiment and approaching, in their freshness and
delicacy of feeling, the poetry of the early English.
Heller delighted in suggestive titles for his pieces,
and lie rarely failed in realizing his ideal. His
compositions and studies are to-day prominently
used and universally respected.
HENSELT, Adolph (von); born May 12, 1814; died
October 10, 1889. An eminent pian¬
ist who formed an independent school of piano
playing, based on a strict legato, though not un
like Liszt’s. Henselt more especially distres
himself about the stretching of the hand, an
wrote an elaborate book of extensive studies o®
the subject. As a pedagogue and composer he
was highly respected.
MASSENET, Jules Emile Frederic; born May ft
1842. In later years grown to be tM
most important French composer now living- .
a steady series of remarkable works Massenet
risen to popularity, and his orchestral coglP^'
tions are universally played. Since 1878 Masses!*1
is the professor of composition in the Cense-’
toire. His principal works embrace three gr
sacred dramas, thirteen operas, five grand ore
trai suites, orchestral fantasies, overtures,
many pianoforte pieces.

orders—"Please send Kohler’s Practical Method,” with

are a number of teachers who are busier in the sum¬

thing to always state what the remittance is for: for

no reference to special offer;

mer than at other times.

subscription to The Etude, for music or books re¬

we are left in doubt

We are prepared to send

whether to hold the order until our edition is ready

them selections and fill their orders with the usual

ceived or to be sent, or on account.

or to send existing edition.

promptness displayed by this house.

cases an immense amount of work and trouble may

Care should be taken to

make this clear in ordering.

We try to fill

every order the day it is received.

be saved by one or two words:

To those persons teaching reed-organ during the

Biography,” is now on special offer, and will be issued
during the summer.

It will be a text-book for the

yonth. and will answer as a first history of music.
It will be copiously illustrated, with questions at the
end of each chapter.

We published a chapter from

the work in the last issue, and the next issue will con¬
tain another.
market.
°*

There is no book of this kind on the

It can be used in classes or for private pupils

for teacher's own reading.

that we have quite an amount of reed-organ music
published by ourselves, which has been especially preprred

for

this

instrument.

Landon’s

“Reed-organ

Method” is the most successful and popular work of
ito kind.

Landon’s “School of Reed-organ Playing,”

in four grades, a book to each grade, is also a work
that has received more than passing attention.

We

should be pleased to make selections of reed-onran
music at our usual liberal discount to teachers and

A full and complete

sketch of every great composer’s life will be given,
which will contain as much as the average student
should know of composers. Our special offer price is
only 60 cents, cash with order.

goods received or to

be sent.

summer, we desire to draw their attention to the fact

Mr. Tapper’s nev book, “First Studies in Musical

In nearly ill
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Owing to the demand for the following books, it
has been necessary to issue another edition during the
past month:
“Concert Album, Volume II, Popular.”

This is a

collection of some of the best compositions on our
catalogue, is the regular sheet-music plates bound to¬
gether in a volume, selling for $1.00.

It contains 100

pages in all, 20 pieces of music; one of the most valu¬
able collections which we publish.

When in need of anything in the mnsic line, send
to the publisher of this journaL

You will receive ii

promptly, and at the best possible discount.

If yon

have not dealt with us, it will pay you to send a
poatal card, which will bring a complete line of cata-

“Dictionary of Musical Terms,” by Dr. H. A. Clarke.
This dictionary is one of the very latest and up-todate volumes of the time that is published.

It has »

number of important features not found in similar
publications.

In addition to its being a dictionary of

musical terms, it has also the names and pronuncis

“The Modern Student," Volume n, will be issued
this month, when our special offer doses.

A
*
"P,8nati0n 0{ our bus^ss system
terms, discounts, etc.
J

Read what

tion of all the most prominent musicians in the last
two centuries, with the dates of birth and dead),

we said about the volume on page 153 of last issue.

nationality, etc.;

It is simply a volume of study pieces, to follow Vol¬

Italian, French, and German equivalents, and other

ume I in difficulty.

Pieces having technical qualities

are used more than ever, and are taking the place of

Day

regular studies.

P^ed to send “on selection” to parties desirin

There is nothing more pleasing than

(Memoria!

Day)

Services,

which

we

a trill in a piece and nothing more uninteresting to
study in an exercise.

more is its lack of inspiration.

In our special offer

only Volume II can be ordered for 35 cents, or Vol¬
umes I and H for 70 cents, but not Volume I sepa¬
rately.

This is positively the last month for the offer

“Pocket Dictionary of Musical Terms.”

This is 80

It retails for 25

“Counterpoint and Canon,” by E. E. Ayres.

beautiful and rich harmony, and interest rhythm and
melody, and you can engage the attention of the pupil

This work retails for $1.00.

We have also published, by the the same author, a

necessary as a reference-book.

Encircle technic in

The reason that Plaidy’a technic is not popular any

features.

so complete as the above larger one, but it is Te^

The same is true, in a great

measure, with all technical work.

wi

a list of English terms, with the

an original English work.

t
r* f*VOr °n“s if y°n

you WOtll
mention thi

-tT y*10 are *°ing to do summer

Zfe
2 *1

7 aUenti0n

11153

J

a simple, clear manner.

This ^

The subject is expla

The lessons are progress'

■

arranged, one principle being explained at a
order that the whole may become thoroughly in ^
ligible.

The work is comprehensive, and nothing ^

,0r these
and an
ment inserted m the June and Julv is8u«

importance to the student is omitted.

am sure, bring considerable returns.’

pleased to have anyone examine this work.
is $1.00.

We she
The r

^

Used In the Virgil Public Concerts played by

8
8

“
**

children with great success.

24
36

“
“

.
-

20
25

«
“

6-Stave Books are 91A x 6 inches.
8-Stave Books are 9%
954 x 8 inches.

AJdrtss th« publisher.

A collection of six little pieces for first grade.

Mokrejs, John.

Village Scenes,.
Op. 8.

Libb&al Discount to thi Phofbsmom.

MRS. A. K. VIRGIL
29 West 15th Street,

NEW YORK 1

Trade and Teachers’ discount allowed.

anquwtioD.bly the beet Moeic-Copying Booke that are <
Tlle P****
be*n made especial
for these books, and is the beat quality ledger paper, standing erasnr
lhree or tour time*. The books are tastefully bound.
, J®L“JPap*f of
^equality bs in above books can be hi
ta 12 and 14 staves, sise 22 x 14. Price 60 cents per quire.

60

Set of short instructive pieces, first to second grade.

Oldberg, Arne.

Suite Characteristique.
Net, 100

A most attractive composition for study or recital purposes.
Grade four to five.

Pfefferkorn, Otto.
Dolce far Niente (waltz
movement),.
Eglantine (gavotte),
.
Two attractive numbers, grade three.

Rogers, James H.
^LATEST

SUCCESS*'

ADVANCE OF THE ROUGH RIDER!

lOundation Materials

MARCH AND TWO-STEP
By BESSIE McDONALD

FOR THE

pianoforte

Price. 50 Cents

This is one of the best marches ever written. Rhvthm and hai
mom are perfect. Now being played all over the South by ieadin
Pianists.

A COURSE FOR BEGINNERS

A NEW BOOK

IN THE ART OF PIANO PLAYING

Price. $1.00

By CHARLES V. LANDON

An Eaaily Graded Method Leading to Thoeough
Course ol Melodicua and Rhythmic Studies.

MM rn lh^^tijr"100

fully tUus-

Valuable New Features contained in this book ate: Fifteen
Chord Touches, with their artistic application and modifications
Hi Chord and melody playing: the New Maw, Sliding Exercises
foe dereV’ping th« fiesibiiity of the fingers ; the Word Spelling Id^a
'Jk dT?
,h« bwrect presentation of the Artistic Use
SLJ**tI: »»• wdcattoa of the Famous .Mason Touch siS
Technic Touche* for Musical Effects; t clear, easy, and correct
pmsentatioo to the beginner of How to Read the Bass Note?- a
J«’"k>pmcnt ot the Rhythmic Sense: and a chanwon
the practice of Scales and Arpeggios for Retined ArtisticEtfects.
PUBLBHED BY

—_-

THEODORE PRESSER
1708 Chestnut Street. - - - PHILADELPHIA, PA.

btvtL- fhttn

1

.

.

Nek

1 25

Mennet (grade four),

. .

50
»

First to easy second grade.

PIPE ORGAN
Overture to “ Bohemian Girl,” .

1 ^

Transcrilted by James Watson.

THE KING of anthem books FOR 1900
Tver

This book it In line with the new teaching founded upon the
J*?*/**"** Pt.vchotogicaI and pedagogical idea, for developing the
A Instruction It given through the means of
beautiful but abort pieces which contain a marked muslcaTand
rhyrtutlc Interest that especially appeals to the musical taste of a

Ruifrok, H. W. J.

Balfe, M. W.

By J. A PARKS

.

Schoenefeld, Henry.
Dance forms witkont
octaves,.each,
No. 1. March,
No. 4. Mazurka,
No. 2. Waltz,
No. 5. Scbottische,
No. 3. Polka,
No. 6. Tyrolienne.

ITmPERIAL ^NTHEMS, No.

Musicianship by a Pleasing and Interesting

Scenes de Bal,

Contains numbers depicting the various incidents of a Bal
Costume.

...

ihr
piates. each button separate's,aff.'and*complete organic
PRICE, 7S CENTS PER COPY

6? Pr,QUorteU- No8-1 and 2. For Male
Sacred” Quartets', No! l!'

Concert^S^tete^Wq

FeS!e x

pSgC

S^te^-^ce^e^

U*5S
SacredQ^te^ NoT’’ ForTKf^v

HE above list contains only our own late publications,
desire to call the attention of teachers—especially
•
,^n
among them—to the manv desirable things that
published in past years.” On account of the
nj
material constantly being’published —much of which is o
I . wJinterest and value—a large amount of useful teaching n
•
the older publications is in danger of beiug lost sight of J
^
and by others it remains entirely unknown. W hen re<*_:.1 foci,
will include in selectious desirable material of this n. .,r^T"kn(>fl-i».
such material is just as new as anv to those to whom I* *®
«.uaj
n»er^ is a large amount of it, and” stocks such as ours
facilities for such selections because of the number o i
represented.
- „ inf0rWe invite correspondence for special catalogues anu
raation in regard to music sent for inspection.
Jfcsic
Owing to the increasing popularity of our BaOctin
n(ainwe have prepared a special edition for our first issue ol i
»
erill
tng much of interest to teachers and musicians
he seut regularly to any address, free of charge, upon app

z

Wc^a

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
220 WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL

